Healthy Kids, Healthy Futures; A Call to Action!
Massachusetts PTA Health Summit

Don’t Miss Out
Be on the Alert
Registration Coming Soon!
Did you know that the Massachusetts PTA will be having their first time ever on Oct. 21 2016
Healthy Kids, Healthy Communities; A Call to Action Summit!

- PTA members will be $50 each or two PTA members from the same local will be $90. Special Note: if you attend Regional Massachusetts PTA meeting on July 23rd in Southbridge, you can get you Health Summit Conference Registration that day for $45.00 instead of $50.00! Attend and get your discount! See Side Panel for Leadership Summer Meeting Information.

- Non-PTA members will be $65 which will include PTA Cranberry Membership of Mass PTA

- Breakfast and Lunch included. Opportunity to stay at the Colonial Hotel (see website in side column)

- Day will run from 8:15 AM to 2:00 PM

- Many Discussion Groups, Panel Presentations, Workshops with all interactive activities, ideas and gathering of new ideas and knowledge will be one of the highlights of the day.

- Listen and Learn from the experts on Bullying, Internet Safety, Nutrition, Physical Fitness, Immunizations, Concussions, LGBTQ issues and so much more.

- Look for our Special Morning Key Note Speakers and our Luncheon Speakers!

Contact Jackie Coogan at healthsummit@masspta.org with questions about your Mass PTA Health Summit.

Massachusetts PTA Health Summit at the Beautiful Colonial Hotel Gardner, MA

Special Rates for Mass PTA Health Summit Participants.
$99 for Thursday night and great weekend special rates for a "Fall Leaf Peeping"

Massachusetts PTA
405 Waltham Street, #147
Lexington, MA 02421
info@masspta.org

Healthy Kids, Healthy Futures; A Call to Action!
Massachusetts PTA Health Summit
Helping Each Other at Massachusetts PTA!
Join Us
July 23, 2016
Summer Leadership Meeting in Southbridge
at South Bridge Middle/High School 132 Torrey Road

Summer Leadership is all about learning the ins- and outs of not only being a successful PTA Member/leader but also an engaging parent and community member. This one day session is packed with information and networking! Everyone is welcome! Bring a whole Team. Children are welcome. Activities will be provided by members of our youth committee. Also, an opportunity to sign up for the

- Sponsors, Vendors and Exhibitors will be ready to help you with your PTA needs especially in keeping your children, students, families and communities Healthy and Happy!
- Look into a weekend at Colonial Hotel for Terrific rates for Weekend Autumn Leaf Peeping! See side panel for info and details.

Let's Join together to Listen, Learn and Lead in Healthy Solutions for our communities, families, children and future!

Become an Advocate for health and safety!

Stakeholders from across Massachusetts will discuss and learn actions to keep children, families, and communities healthy.

Don't miss this opportunity! Join with us at the Massachusetts PTA Health Summit
Massachusetts PTA
Health Summit!
Get your discount!

Contact
Massachusetts PTA
info@masspta.org

Register Today
for both events!

October 21, 2016
Colonial Hotel
Gardner, MA

Advocate
for health, safety and
wellness for our kids!

Contact
JACKIE COOGAN
Massachusetts PTA
(617) 851-5382
healthsummit@masspta.org
jmincoogan@comcast.net